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Background: It was hypothesised that negative RA related illness cognitions are strongly related to the
neuroticism trait and act as a common factor behind other self reported subjective symptoms (pain and
ADL status), mood, and positive RA related illness cognitions; but are unrelated to objective indices of
impairment (disease duration, C reactive protein (CRP), and joint stiffness).
Objective: To examine the relative influence of negative illness cognitions and neuroticism versus
degree of impairment on subjective symptoms, positive illness cognitions, and mood in rheumatoid
arthritis (RA).
Methods: Structural equation modelling analyses (LISREL) were performed on two independent
samples of patients with RA consisting of 212 outpatients and 105 inpatients, respectively.
Results: The hypotheses were largely confirmed. Firstly, negative RA cognitions were found to be
dependent on neuroticism. Secondly, negative RA cognitions had a strong and dominating influence
on all other self reported data. Subjective symptoms were equally well explained by negative RA cog-
nitions as by degree of impairment. No relations were found between negative RA cognitions (or neu-
roticism) and degree of impairment.
Conclusions: The findings suggest that neuroticism, recognised as a relatively stable personality trait,
strongly influences self rated symptoms and wellbeing in RA. This has important clinical implications
concerning the use of standardised self rating questionnaires commonly used to assess illness status in
RA and the long term effectiveness of psychological interventions and patient training courses in RA
rehabilitation.

During the 1980s and 1990s several attempts were made
to clarify reasons for emotional wellbeing or distress
among patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA). One

major finding was that indicators of severity of disease, such
as inflammatory activity and physical disability,1–6 had
surprisingly low correlations with emotional state. This in
turn led to an interest in psychological factors that were
hypothesised to moderate or inflate the presumed effects of
the physical expressions of RA on emotional state. Initially
guided by cognitive and behavioural theories of depression,
stress, and coping, this research focused particularly on the
constructs learned helplessness,7–10 self efficacy beliefs,11–15

cognitive distortions,16–20 and coping.21–29 On closer examina-
tion, however, it was found that these constructs could only
partially explain individual variations in emotional state.5 6

More recent research has shown that relatively stable
personality traits, particularly what has been labelled negative
affect or neuroticism, are relatively strongly associated with a
broad range of subjective experiences and cognitions and may
act as a common factor behind several types of perceptions or
experiences.30–32 Thus, those high in neuroticism seem to be
more perceptive of physical sensations,33 34 to interpret
physical symptoms as more threatening,34 to experience more
emotional distress over time regardless of the objective
situation,35 to react more strongly to negative events, and to
choose and use less effective coping strategies.36 37 In a
prospective study of patients with RA, Affleck et al also showed
that neuroticism, compared with other psychological vari-
ables, is the strongest determinant of low mood.38 In a review
of the research literature, Clark et al broadly characterised
neuroticism as follows: “We conceptualize the core of this
dimension to be a temperamental sensitivity to negative
stimuli, thereby causing high trait scorers to experience a

broad range of negative moods, including not only fear/
anxiety and sadness/depression, but also such emotions as
guilt, hostility and self-dissatisfaction. A wide range of
non-mood variables are related to this affective core, including
negative cognitions, somatic complaints, negativistic appraisal
of self and others, diverse personality characteristics such as
pessimism and low self-esteem.”39

The suggestions that a stable temperamental trait may
influence most types of self reported data have important
implications for clinical practice in rheumatic conditions, as
illness status is now commonly assessed by standardised self
rating questionnaires, such as pain by a visual analogue scale
(VAS) and functional status by the Health Assessment Ques-
tionnaire (HAQ) scale.40 41 The extent that neuroticism,
assumed to be unrelated to objective indicators of illness sta-
tus (impairment), confounds such measures is an important
issue to resolve. Furthermore, if patient differences in subjec-
tive illness status and emotional wellbeing largely depend on
stable temperamental dispositions then efforts to change
patients’ illness cognitions or coping strategies would be
expected to have little impact in the long run. In a review of
psychological intervention programmes, DeVellis and Blalock
also concluded that the positive effects initially achieved by
psychological interventions seemed to disappear over time.42

In a newly developed questionnaire,6 RA self conceptions
(RASC), three negative and three positive dimensions of RA
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related cognitions were identified. It was suggested that these

cognitions should be conceptualised as knowledge

structures,43 44 specific for the situation of living with RA,

which have developed as a result of an interaction between

personality styles, stress imposed by the disease, psychosocial

resources, and other situational factors encountered during

the course of the illness. They are defined as cognitive/affective

programmes used for interpreting and evaluating specific

encounters, directing attention, and guiding behaviour.43 44

The content of the negative RA cognitions (deprivation of

lost life values, reserved and protest), and their rather strong

intercorrelations6 led us also to hypothesise that they are

closely associated with the neuroticism trait as described

above by Clark et al.39 On the other hand, the three positive

dimensions (fighting spirit, revaluation of life values, and

acceptance), were interpreted as more related to coping

efforts—for example, cognitions aimed to overcome the nega-

tive experiences of the illness. Many of the items in these

dimensions tap similar types of cognitions that are described

in the literature as coping.11 13 22–28 45–47

The overall aim of the present study was to examine

whether the negative RA cognitions, measured by the three

negative dimensions of the RASC questionnaire and assumed

to be related to the neuroticism trait, may act as a strong com-

mon factor behind other self reported data relevant for

perceived health status among patients with RA. The specific

aims were (a) to examine the degree that these negative RA

cognitions influence the positive RA cognitions (measured by

the RASC questionnaire), subjective symptoms (pain and ADL

status), and emotional wellbeing (mood); (b) to examine if the

negative RA cognitions are related to objective measures of ill-

ness status (impairment) and; (c) to examine the degree that

neuroticism is associated with the negative RA cognitions.

METHODS
Patients
Analyses were performed on data obtained from two

independent samples (henceforth sample 1 and sample 2) of

patients with RA, described more fully in an earlier study.6

Briefly, all patients were diagnosed as having definite or clas-

sic RA according to the American Rheumatism Association

criteria of 1987.48 Sample 1 consisted of 212 consecutive

patients with RA (78% women), who were examined at their

routine visit at the outpatient department of rheumatology at

the University Hospital of Lund. The patients’ mean age was

52.6 (SD 10.8) years; range 25–67 years) and mean disease

duration was 14.5 (SD 10.9) years; range 1–47 years). Sample

2 consisted of 120 consecutive patients with RA (89% women)

referred to Spenshult’s Hospital for Rheumatic Diseases for a

one month rehabilitation stay. Their mean age was 60.2 (SD

11.5) years; range 24–80 years) and mean disease duration

was 15.4 (SD 10.7) years; range 1–50 years).

Measures
Illness status
These measures were divided into two subtypes: self rated

measures assessing subjective experiences of disability and

handicap; and objective measures assessing degree of impair-

ment at the time of measurement. According to the

International Classification of Impairment, Disabilities and

Handicaps (World Health Organisation 1980), impairment is

defined as organ affections (for example, arm or leg); disabil-

ity refers a person’s inability to perform normal duties; and

handicap is defined as the inability to do things that are

important for the specific person.

In both samples, perceived pain and activity limitations

were used as subjective measures of the impact of the illness.

Pain was measured by a 100 mm VAS and activity limitations

by a Swedish version40 41 of the Stanford HAQ.

Degree of impairment was assessed using a summated
index consisting of disease duration (number of years since
diagnosis); serum C reactive protein (CRP) as a biochemical
estimate of inflammatory activity; and a count of the number
of swollen joints assessed by an independent rheumatologist.
In sample 2 the last indicator was replaced by Ritchie’s articu-
lar index, which is a standardised rheumatological assessment
of the tenderness of 26 predefined joints.49 It was assumed that
it is more likely that a patient with a combination of long
duration of disease, high levels of CRP, and several affected
joints has a more advanced disease from a medical point of
view than a patient with lower scores on any one of the indi-
cators. Each of these indicators were standardised to a
uniform scale and added to construct a single index of
impairment.

Psychological questionnaires
Subjective wellbeing was measured by the Swedish mood

adjective check list (MACL), which has been widely used in

Sweden as a measure of emotional wellbeing and is fully

described elsewhere.50–53 The shortened version, which was

used in the present study, consists of 38 mood adjectives

measuring three bipolar mood dimensions: Pleasantness-

unpleasantness (for example, happy, sad); activation-passivity

(for example, active, tired) and calmness-tension (for exam-

ple, calm, nervous). These three scales were used as variables

of subjective wellbeing.
The primary focus in this study was on the RASC. This

instrument was developed as a 44 item descriptor of the
patients’ views on how the disease had influenced them and
their lives.6 Briefly, the questionnaire was constructed from
statements derived from interviews with patients with RA on
their experiences of living with the disease. Multivariate
analyses resulted in a hierarchical model consisting of six pri-
mary factors and one negative and one positive secondary
factor, which showed a good fit to observed data in two inde-
pendent samples. The three primary factors with negative
content were labelled “deprivation of lost life values”,
“reserved”, and “protest”. The three with positive content
were called “fighting spirit”, “revaluation of life values”, and
“acceptance”.

The third psychological questionnaire was a Swedish
version of the Eysenck Personality Inventory.54 55 The 24 item
scale measuring neuroticism was used to assess degree of trait
neuroticism. Scores on this test were only available from sam-
ple 2.

Statistical analyses
All tests were performed by means of structural equation

modelling (SEM) analyses.56–60 LISREL VIII software was

used.57 Covariances between the variables were used as input.

Estimates were calculated using the maximum likelihood

method, which is considered to be robust against deviations

from normality.57 59 Listwise deletion of missing values gave

effective sample sizes of 212 for sample 1 and 105 for sample

2. Among the several indices of goodness of fit provided by

LISREL VIII,57 those chosen for model selection were the χ2

value, the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA),

and the goodness of fit index (GFI). According to conventions

in SEM analyses56 59 a model was viewed as acceptable if it had

a χ2/degrees of freedom (df) ratio less than 3, an RMSEA value

below 0.07, and a GFI above 0.9. The SEM models were

initially tested on sample 1 because of the larger number of

patients in this group and were then cross validated on sam-

ple 2.

RESULTS
Mean values, standard deviations (SDs), and
correlations between variables
Table 1 shows mean values, SDs, and product-moment corre-

lations for the two samples. Despite demographic and clinical
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differences between the samples, comparison of the means

and SDs of the variables showed that the samples were very

similar. Also, the correlations between variables were similar

in both samples. A noteworthy result was that comparatively

high correlations were found between both the negative and

the positive RASC scales and the mood scales. The subjective

symptoms (VAS and HAQ) showed moderate correlations

with the RASC and mood scales, and the objective indicators

of impairment status were only weakly related to subjective

symptoms and the measures of psychological status.

Measurement model
To investigate the first two aims (see introduction) of the

study the model included the five latent variables: impair-

ment, subjective symptoms, negative RA cognitions, positive

RA cognitions, and mood. Impairment was measured by a

summated index consisting of a count of swollen joints

(Ritchie’s index in sample 2), disease duration, and CRP. Sub-

jective symptoms were measured by self rated HAQ and pain

ratings. Mood was measured by the pleasantness, activation,

and calmness scales in the MACL. The scores of the three

negative scales of the RASC were used as indicators of

negative RA cognitions, and the scores of the three positive

scales as indicators of positive RA cognitions.
Investigation of the third aim included a sixth latent

variable, neuroticism. This variable was only measured in
sample 2 and, thus, the model could not be cross validated in
sample 1. To obtain at least two variables of neuroticism, the
24 items included in the scale were randomly split into two
parallel “half scales”. These half scales (12 items each) were
then treated as equal effect indicators of the latent variable
neuroticism.

In accordance with the classic factor analysis approach to
measurement,61 62 the studied variables were assumed to be
effects of the corresponding latent variable, except impair-
ment. A causal indicator model61 was viewed as more
appropriate for impairment—that is, each of the measured
indicators could add independently to determine the latent
variable. This assumption was supported by the highly
individual disease course characterising RA, the large fluctua-
tions in disease activity from time to time, and effects of vari-
ous interventions. The low correlations (table 1) found

Table 1 Correlations between observed variables, mean values, and SDs (the coefficients from sample 1 are shown
above those for sample 2)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

(1) Duration

(2) CRP 0.17**
−0.06

(3) Joints
Ritchie

−0.11 0.21**
0.07 0.17

(4) Pain 0.13 0.30** 0.12
0.04 0.27** 0.26**

(5) HAQ 0.36** 0.46** 0.05 0.39**
0.20* 0.25** 0.17 0.45**

(6) Depr 0.08 0.15* 0.10 0.26** 0.44**
−0.18* 0.01 −0.10 0.26** 0.16

(7) Reserv 0.09 0.04 0.11 0.20** 0.27** 0.64**
−0.03 −0.23** −0.05 0.14 0.01 0.41**

(8) Protest −0.02 0.10 0.06 0.21** 0.22** 0.58** 0.31**
−0.24** 0.06 −0.19* 0.11 −0.01 0.61** 0.40**

(9) Fight 0.04 −0.14* −0.20** −0.07 −0.07 −0.31** −0.30** −0.10
0.16 −0.06 −0.03 −0.21** −0.23** −0.40** −0.17 −0.20*

(10) Accept 0.23** −0.05 −0.07 −0.08 −0.10 −0.51** −0.37** −0.33** 0.55**
0.25** −0.12 −0.03 −0.19* −0.03 −0.40** −0.28** −0.37** 0.55**

(11) Reval 0.09 −0.04 −0.17* −0.10 −0.02 −0.35** −0.25** −0.07 0.52** 0.55**
0.14 −0.18* 0.03 −0.09 −0.12 −0.32** −0.23* −0.23* 0.52** 0.53**

(12) Pleas 0.11 −0.03 −0.15* −0.21** −0.13* −0.64** −0.50** −0.34** 0.54** 0.60** 0.41**
0.10 0.05 −0.03 −0.13 −0.11 −0.37** −0.31** −0.04 0.56** 0.41** 0.43**

(13) Act 0.15* −0.04 −0.16* −0.17* −0.14* −0.52** −0.36** −0.25** 0.50** 0.50** 0.37** 0.77**
0.07 0.09 −0.11 −0.21* −0.15 −0.29** −0.19* 0.05 0.53** 0.28** 0.37** 0.71**

(14) Calm 0.10 0.14* −0.03 −0.24** −0.04 −0.54** −0.38** −0.32** 0.35** 0.47** 0.26** 0.72** 0.60**
0.07 0.19* 0.04 −0.09 −0.08 −0.24** −0.25** −0.02 0.28** 0.20* 0.29** 0.71** 0.50**

(15) Neuro – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
−0.12 −0.12 −0.13 0.16 0.09 0.55** 0.24** 0.28** −0.33** −0.26** −0.17 −0.50** −0.33** −0.53**

Mean 14.78 31.16 6.00 79.11 1.47 2.54 1.96 2.32 3.29 2.72 2.36 2.90 2.88 –
15.43 34.81 16.20 50.08 1.40 2.44 1.94 1.96 3.26 2.65 2.42 3.03 2.90 7.91

SD 10.88 28.47 4.72 37.37 0.67 0.76 0.84 1.02 0.52 0.77 0.74 0.59 0.67 –
10.73 36.12 10.92 23.42 0.56 0.71 0.77 0.87 0.47 0.63 0.71 0.60 0.49 4.05

*p<0.05; **p<0.01.
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between the measures (disease duration, joint count, or
Ritchie’s index, and CRP) offered further support. Thus, the
summated impairment index (see methods section) was set to
equal the corresponding latent variable, with an error variance
assumed to be 0.20 (giving a reliability estimate of 0.80).

The normality of the distribution of measured variables and
number of scale steps were tested using the PRELIS
program.57 None of the variables measured deviated substan-
tially from a normal distribution and all had more than 11
scale steps; thus, they could be treated as continuous variables.

In support of the validity of the measurement model, the
hypothesised paths between latent variables and their
observed variables were all found to be significant (p<0.05),
with expected valences and with residuals that were
acceptably low.

Structural models
The next step was to test the structural models for the

hypothesised relations between the latent variables. The aims

were to test (a) if the negative RA cognitions could be viewed

as an independent variable that influenced all other self

reported data; (b) if these cognitions were related to

impairment and; (c) if, and to what extent, the personality

dimension neuroticism is associated with the negative RA

cognitions. Figure 1 shows the hypothesised structural model.

Here it was assumed that impairment and negative RA cogni-

tions independently influence perceived symptoms. Mood was

expected to be influenced by negative RA cognitions,

symptoms, and positive RA cognitions. The positive RA cogni-

tions were also expected to be suppressed by the negative RA

cognitions reflecting the neuroticism trait described in the

introduction.39 63

Because data on neuroticism were only available for sample
2, the first two aims were investigated separately and cross
validated in both samples. Figure 2 shows the significant paths
(p<0.05), standardised parameter estimates (sample 1 esti-
mates are shown above those for sample 2), and the residuals
for the model. The model fitted required only one revision to
achieve an adequate fit—that is, removing a non-significant
path from subjective symptoms to mood. The χ2 value in sam-
ple 1 was 114.7 (49 df), the RMSEA was 0.07, and the GFI was
0.92. The model explained 57% of the variance in mood (the
residual was 0.43). All of the variance was accounted for by
negative and positive RA cognitions, both of which had
significant direct effects on mood. As the negative RA
cognitions also had a significant indirect effect on mood, via a
suppression of the positive RA cognitions, it seemed that the
negative cognitions dominated. Negative RA cognitions
explained 28% of the variation in positive RA cognitions, thus
most of the variance remained unexplained. Negative RA cog-
nitions also significantly influenced subjective symptoms, as
hypothesised. No significant direct effects were found from
subjective symptoms to mood.

As hypothesised, impairment status had a significant effect

only on subjective symptoms. This variable explained about

half of the total explained variance in subjective symptoms;

the other half was explained by negative RA cognitions. No

significant relation was found between negative RA cognitions

and impairment status.

Cross validation of the model in sample 2 yielded results

similar to those obtained in sample 1. A similar fit was

obtained when two of the 66 possible error covariances

between variables were set free. (High covariances between

error terms indicate the existence of relations between

variables not accounted for in the hypothesised measurement

model—that is, unexplained response biases of various

types.58) Both of these error covariances were small, had

valences in the expected directions, and did not affect the sig-

nificance of the structural parameter estimates. The parameter

estimates were quite similar to those of sample 1 (upper v
lower estimates in fig 2). As in sample 1, the presumed path

from subjective symptoms to mood was not significant. The χ2

value for the test of the model was 72.6 (47 df) (p=0.07), the

RMSEA was 0.07 and the GFI was 0.90. Thus, this cross vali-

dation supported the credibility of the model test for sample 1.

Differences in the demographic and clinical data between

samples lent support to the generalisability of the results.

The influence of neuroticism
The model was tested in sample 2 with the measure of

neuroticism included. As hypothesised, neuroticism was

strongly related to negative RA cognitions, explaining 47% of

the variance in negative RA cognitions (fig 3). Neuroticism

Figure 1 Hypothesised structural model between the latent variables. Note that the model with neuroticism included was only tested in sample
1. Positive influences are marked + and negative−.

Figure 2 Structural model obtained between the five latent
variables (neuroticism excluded). Only the significant parameter
estimates (p<0.05) are illustrated. The estimates from sample 1 are
shown above those for sample 2. The proportions of explained
variance of the dependent latent variables are shown with small
arrows.
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also showed a direct influence on mood, which diminished the

direct influence of negative RA cognitions on mood found in

the first model. Neuroticism was not directly related to

subjective symptoms or positive RA cognitions and was unre-

lated to impairment status. On the other hand, neuroticism

was indirectly related to all other self report measures, much

the same as negative RA cognitions were in the first model.

These relations were stronger with the psychological measures

than with the illness measures. The χ2 value for this model was

116.7 (73 df), the RMSEA was 0.07, and the GFI was 0.89.

As a final test of the fit of the proposed models, alternative

models were specified and compared; among others, the paths

between the latent variables in the final models were reversed.

However, all of them resulted in lower goodness of fit

estimates.

DISCUSSION
The primary aim of the present study was to examine the

relations between negative RA cognitions, positive RA

cognitions, mood, and subjective symptoms versus objective

measures of impairment status. To this end we used a newly

developed questionnaire (RASC) that distinguishes between

RA specific negative and positive illness cognitions.

Negative RA cognitions were hypothesised to be closely

related to the neuroticism trait. They were thus expected to

influence all other self reported data, but to be unrelated to the

objectively measured indices of impairment. On the other

hand, positive RA cognitions were expected to have a positive

influence on mood, but also to be suppressed by the negative

RA cognitions reflecting the neuroticism trait.63 We also

divided the measures of disease status into those that were self

rated (pain and ADL status) and those that were assessed

objectively by a rheumatologist (disease duration, CRP, and

joint impairment). The self rated indices of subjective

symptoms were presumed to influence mood and to be influ-

enced by the impairment measures. However, no direct

relations were expected between impairment status and

illness cognitions or mood (fig 1).

Analyses by SEM showed that negative RA cognitions could

be viewed as having a relatively strong influence on all other

self reported data. Thus, they seem to suppress both positive

RA cognitions and mood, while exaggerating subjective symp-

toms (pain and ADL status). In fact, the subjective symptoms

were equally well explained by the negative RA cognitions as

by the index of impairment status. These results support the
suggestions30–32 39 that negative illness cognitions, related to the
neuroticism trait, may act as a common (and confounding)
factor behind several types of self rated experiences in RA,
including those that are commonly used for indicating illness
status (pain and ADL status).

One important result is that these negative illness
cognitions do not seem to evolve as a consequence of impair-
ment, as no significant relations were found between impair-
ment status and negative RA cognitions. Rather, tests of the
model suggest that negative RA cognitions and impairment
act as two independent and unrelated variables.

Another important result was that no significant direct path
was found from subjective symptoms (pain and ADL status) to
mood, as expected. This means that the moderate correlations
between emotional wellbeing and subjective symptoms found
in many studies could very well be explained by confounding
from negative illness cognitions.

A further aim of the study was to examine the relation
between negative RA cognitions and neuroticism. Thus, in this
analysis (performed on sample 2 only) neuroticism was
defined as an independent variable instead of negative RA
conceptions. The hypothesis was that neuroticism would have
significant effects on all self reported variables, particularly on
the negative RA cognitions. These relations were also expected
to decrease the influence from the negative RA cognitions
found in the first analyses. In confirmation of our hypothesis,
it was found that neuroticism alone explained nearly 50% of
the variance in negative RA cognitions (fig 3). Neuroticism
also had a direct and relatively strong effect on mood, which in
turn diminished the direct influence from the negative RA
cognitions. However, neuroticism was not directly related to
positive RA cognitions or to subjective symptoms. Instead, the
influences from neuroticism on these variables could be inter-
preted as indirect via the RA specific negative cognitions (fig
3). On the whole, however, this second path analysis supports
the hypothesis that the negative RA specific cognitions depend
largely on the neuroticism trait.

Our results corroborate other findings suggesting that a
temperamental disposition towards neuroticism and negative
cognitions influences other types of self rated data among
patients with RA.38 As discussed in the introduction, such
findings may have pessimistic implications for the effects of
psychological interventions or patient training on subjective
wellbeing in the long run. However, the results should not be
interpreted too categorically; none of the dependent latent
variables defined in the models had more than about 50%
explained variance. This suggests that, even when neuroticism
or negative RA cognitions and degree of impairment are con-
trolled for, there are substantial variations in positive RA cog-
nitions, mood, and subjective symptoms that remain unex-
plained. Such variations are related to individual and
situational factors not included in the models and allow for
the possibility of changing emotional wellbeing despite
temperamental dispositions or impairment. It has also been
shown that objective changes in health may affect subjective
wellbeing to some degree, even when personality differences
are held constant.64

The present study does not imply that patients with RA
have particularly high levels of neuroticism or emotional dis-
tress. On the contrary, the mean level of neuroticism in our
sample of patients with RA was 7.9, which is very close to the
mean level of 8.1 in the Swedish population.55 This indicates
that patients with RA are not higher in neuroticism than
people in general. Similarly, several studies have shown that
patients with RA are surprisingly high in emotional wellbeing,
despite their profound pain and the progressively disabling
course of the disease.1 2 6 The purpose of the study was to sug-
gest some explanations as to why patients with RA may differ
in their symptom experiences and emotional wellbeing,
despite similar degrees of impairment.

Figure 3 Path model obtained with neuroticism included (sample
2). Only the significant parameter estimates (p<0.05) are illustrated.
The estimates from sample 1 are shown above those for sample 2.
The proportions of explained variance of the dependent latent
variables are shown with small arrows.
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Limitations in the design and the statistical methods used

in the present study need comment. The models specified and

tested in the two independent samples support the hypoth-

eses that negative RA cognitions and neuroticism strongly

influence positive RA cognitions, subjective symptoms, and

mood, but are unrelated to impairment status. However, the

study was cross sectional in design and the results were prin-

cipally based on correlation analyses. To provide further

evidence on the causal relations between these variables it is

important to perform longitudinal and prospective studies in

which changes in each variable may be controlled for over

time. Controlled intervention studies with more persistent

follow up are also of importance to examine the degree to

which it is possible to change subjective perceptions of illness

and emotional wellbeing in the long run.
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ECHO ................................................................................................................
The impact of physical and psychological stress at work

Aphysically demanding or mentally stressful working environment seems to increase the risk of
musculoskeletal symptoms. But research now suggests that employees are most susceptible when
simultaneously exposed to both sets of pressures.

Manual workers and administrative employees working for one company were surveyed on the physi-
cal and psychosocial demands of their jobs and the prevalence of musculoskeletal symptoms. Of the 869
responses, 564 were classifiable according to degree of exposure to the physical and/or psychosocial ele-
ments of their job.

Physical demands included the amount of lifting, and size of the load, and the length of time spent
seated while exposed to vibration. Psychosocial factors included mental demands, job control, and levels
of support from managers and coworkers.

Around a third of the workers reported having had musculoskeletal problems in the neck, shoulders,
hands, and wrists in the preceding seven days. Over half (55%) reported symptoms in their arms.

Workers exposed to either high physical or high psychosocial demands were over seven times as likely
to report musculoskeletal symptoms. After adjusting for age, gender, and years in post, the highest and
most significant risk for symptoms in the hand, wrist, or arms was found among those exposed to both
high physical and psychosocial demands.

Psychosocial factors were more important when physical demands were high than when these were
low, suggesting an interplay between these factors conclude the authors. Ergonomic strategies would do
well to take account of psychosocial factors in the workplace as well, they say.

m Occupational and Environmental Medicine 2002;59:269-277
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